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1 COLORADO: On 26 February, a federal court sentenced
a man to prison for plotting to blow up the Temple
Emanuel Synagogue in Pueblo. [pg. 5]

6 AUSTRALIA: On 1 March, a man was granted bail in
Melbourne Magistrates Court, and is facing three
charges for communicating with and assisting ISIS
fighters. [pg. 6]

2 NEW JERSEY: On 26 February, a member of the white
1
supremacist group “The Base” pleaded guilty to an
information charging him with conspiracy against rights.
[pg. 5]

7 GERMANY: On 16 February, Federal Prosecutors
1
charged a man with having participated in an FTO and
violating the War Weapons Control Act. [pg. 6]

3 NEW HAMPSHIRE: On 24 February, a self-proclaimed
neo-Nazi was sentenced to 41 months in federal prison
after being convicted of extortion and threat charges in
September 2020. [pg. 5]

8 GERMANY: On 24 February, a man was sentenced to
prison after a Higher Regional Court found him guilty of
supporting and being a member of ISIS. [pg. 7]
9 BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: On 25 February, the Court
of Bosnia and Herzegovina sentenced a man to six
years in prison for organizing a terrorist group and for
public incitement to terrorist activities. [pg. 7]

4 UNITED STATES: On 26 February, the Acting Deputy
Attorney General delivered remarks to DOJ’s workforce
concerning DOJ’s response to domestic violent
extremism and domestic terrorism. [pg. 8]

10 SYRIA: On 25 February, DOD announced they
“conducted airstrikes against infrastructure utilized by
Iranian-backed militant groups in eastern Syria,” at the
President’s direction. [pg. 7]

5 UNITED STATES: On 25 February, DHS announced
funding to assist state and local partners in building
capabilities to prevent, protect against, respond to, and
recover from acts of terrorism. [pg. 8]

SPOTLIGHT SUMMARY
ICCT PUBLISHES ‘A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA ON WESTERN FOREIGN FIGHTERS IN SYRIA AND IRAQ’:

The report offered a concise, comprehensive, and critical overview of the empirical findings available on the background and
possible motivations of the Western men and women who became foreign terrorist fighters (FTFs) in Syria and Iraq. (ICCT)
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This section provides a comprehensive
look at a terrorist group(s) or leader(s),
and/or CT tools and literature.

ICCT Publishes ‘A Comparative Analysis of the Data on Western Foreign Fighters in Syria
and Iraq’
On 10 February, the International Centre for Counter-Terrorism-The Hague (ICCT)
published “A Comparative Analysis of the Data on Western Foreing Fighters in Syria and
Iraq: Who Went and Why?” The report—based on findings gathered from 34 reports and
academic articles published between 2014-2019—offered a concise, comprehensive,
and critical overview of the empirical findings available on the background and possible
motivations of the Western men and women who became foreign terrorist fighters (FTFs)
in Syria and Iraq. The report addressed data on demographic factors, economic and
social marginalization, past criminality, mental health issues, and the role of ideology and
religion. The full report can be found at the link provided below.
Demographics
According to the report, the average age of male FTFs was 25.9-years-old. ICCT’s
research found the age of female recruits was notably younger; however, only three
studies cited mean ages, two of 21, and one of 23.6. It was not always clear, however,
whether the ages cited reflected the age when the individuals departed for conflict
zones, were arrested, convicted, or contacted for interviews. Twelve studies reported the
ICCT published report. (ICCT)
average number of males in their samples was 82.7 percent, indicating approximately
18 percent of the FTFs were females.
According to ICCT, it is unclear how many FTFs were converts to Islam, since the numbers available from the few studies
reporting on such data were widely variant. The data did, however, support the working assumption that converts were
disproportionately inclined to radicalize and leave to fight. Conservatively, approximately 15 percent of FTFs were converts
and it appeared female FTFs were more likely to be converts, according to ICCT.
The report stated approximately 80 percent of FTFs were citizens of the countries in which they lived before leaving.
However, contrary to some expectations, the discrepancies in the data from country to country (e.g., Sweden and Italy)
suggested the data could not be used as an indicator of the relative integration of young, potential FTFs.
Economic and Social Marginalization:
ICCT stated studies of Western FTFs suggested forms of social and economic marginalization influenced the mobilization
of FTFs, at least in Europe. The data, however, was inadequate and variable, and did not apply to FTFs coming from North
America and the UK.
■■

According to the report, the majority of European FTFs came from the lower socioeconomic ranks of society. They had
lower levels of educational attainment and experienced higher levels of unemployment.

In almost every country for which there was data, a sizable portion of FTFs did not conform to the “low prospects” model of
the typical Western FTFs. The studies also reinforced the view that the issue is one of relative deprivation and not actual
poverty. In most cases where there was significant data on levels of education and employment, it remained difficult to
discern the causal relationship with radicalization. In some cases, these factors may be antecedents of radicalization, and in
others consequences; however, the report noted the data did not allow for ICCT analysts to make a differentiation.
Criminality:
The report stated that evidence provided within the 34 studies supported the nexus hypothesized between crime and
terrorism to some extent; however, the data available was limited and rather opaque. According to ICCT, it is unclear to what
extent, and in what ways, there is a continuum between involvement in criminality and terrorism.
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Mental Health:

According to the report, data on the relative mental health of the Western FTFs was highly inconsistent and inadequate.
To date, however, and contrary to some expectations, studies seemed to support the existing consensus on the relative
“normality” of most terrorists, including FTFs.
Ideology:
Much of the existing research on the significance of ideology, and in particular religion, as a motivation for becoming a foreign
fighter was inconclusive, according to ICCT. The majority view seemed to suggest that socioeconomic factors are more
important, but there were problems with the theoretical assumptions, methods, and data of the few studies which argued
the role of religion was minimal. Other studies pointed to the primacy of “religiosity” (i.e., sincere religious commitment) in
motivating many, if not most, Western FTFs. The samples used in the studies, however, were small and not necessarily
representative, and the qualitative data was more suggestive than definitive.
In closing, ICCT stated that consequently, while significant progress was made to clarifying who left to join jihadist groups in
Syria and Iraq and why, the data available remained inconclusive. ICCT identified the need for access to more coordinated
research, across national lines, designed to produce larger, more methodologically sound, comparable, and incisive sets of
data. ICCT suggested that to make headway, more primary data would need to be collected—from interviews with former,
returning, and emerging jihadists—in order to refine insights and bolster conclusions. (ICCT)
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This section consists of
in-depth counterterrorism press
articles including context and
background information.
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COLORADO: White Supremacist Sentenced to
Over 19 Years in Prison for Plotting to Bomb
Synagogue

On 24 February, self-proclaimed neo-Nazi USPERChristopher
C. Cantwell, 40, of Keene, NH, was sentenced to
41 months in prison after being convicted of extortion and
threat charges in September 2020.

USPER

On 26 February, a federal court sentenced
Richard
Holzer, 28, to over 19 years in prison, followed by 15 years
of supervised release, for plotting to blow up the Temple
Emanuel Synagogue in Pueblo, CO.
■■

■■

Holzer previously pled guilty to intentionally attempting
to obstruct persons in the enjoyment of their free
exercise of religious beliefs, through force and the
attempted use of explosives and fire, and to attempting
to maliciously damage and destroy, by means of fire
and explosives, a building used in interstate commerce.
Holzer, who self-identified as a neo-Nazi and white
supremacist, admitted he planned to destroy the
synagogue. Holzer declared the planned bombing was
“a move for our race.” Holzer regularly used social
media to glorify violence and advocated for white
supremacy. (DOJ, US DISTRICT COURT)

On 26 February, USPERRichard Tobin, 19, pled guilty to his
role in conspiring with members of a white supremacist
hate group to threaten and intimidate African Americans
and Jewish Americans in 2019.
Tobin was a member of the white supremacist group
“The Base,” where he directed members to vandalize
properties affiliated with African Americans and
Jewish Americans.

■■

The conspiracy charge carries a maximum potential
penalty of 10 years in prison and a $250,000 fine, or
twice the gross gain or loss from the offense, whichever
is greater.

■■

Tobin’s sentencing was scheduled for 28 June. (DOJ)

Cantwell was convicted of one count of transmitting
extortionate communications and one count of
threatening to injure property or reputation. However,
the jury found Cantwell not guilty of cyberstalking.

■■

Evidence presented at trial confirmed that Cantwell
did “dox” an individual on 17 June 2019, by posting
identifying information and photographs related to the
victim and the victim’s family online.

■■

Cantwell had been in custody since his arrest on
23 January 2020. (DOJ)

JCAT: Cyber actors, including those who support violent
extremism, are likely to continue targeting through the
use of distributing personally identifiable information (PII)
for the purpose of soliciting attacks. First responders are
encouraged to consider minimizing their online footprint on
social media accounts, by removing or securing information
to limit the release of potentially sensitive information on
public-facing platforms.

NEW JERSEY: Member of ‘The Base’ Pleads
Guilty to Conspiring to Vandalize Synagogues

■■

■■

For previous reporting on USPERChristopherCantwell, please
see the 30 September 2020 edition of this publication.

For previous reporting on USPERRichard Holzer, please see
the 21 October 2020 edition of this publication.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE: Neo-Nazi Sentenced for
Extortion and Threat Offenses

For previous reporting on USPERRichard Tobin, please see
the 29 April 2020 edition of this publication.
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AUSTRALIA: Melbourne Court Releases
Suspected ISIS Supporter on Bail

On 1 March, AUSPERHadashah Sa’adat Khan, 23, was
granted bail in Melbourne Magistrates Court, and is facing
three charges for communicating with and assisting
ISIS fighters.
■■

On 16 February, Federal Prosecutors charged German
national Samoil D. with having participated in an
FTO—Jund al-Sham, a.k.a. Soldiers of Syria—and violating
the War Weapons Control Act. Samoil was arrested on
31 March 2020 and has remained in custody.

The magistrate reportedly ruled in Khan’s favor
because her alleged offense was “internet-based only.”
Khan was released on strict conditions, including a
$550,000 bond from her family, surrendering of her
passport, reporting to police twice a week, a ban on
internet access, and participation in Muslim Connect, a
support program for Islamist prisoners.

■■

Khan was arrested and charged last year over her
online contact with now-jailed convicted ISIS supporter
USPER
Akram Musleh, whom she allegedly encouraged to
travel to the Middle East and fight for ISIS.

■■

When police raided her home they found nearly
1,000 images of ISIS propaganda, executions, and
beheadings on Khan’s phone. Prosecutors also stated
Khan had professed her love for, and promised to join,
AUSPER
Abdullah Elmir, an Australian who left the country
in 2014 to fight for ISIS and was subsequently killed.

■■

Prosecutors stated they would seek to appeal the
court’s decision. (CANBERRA TIMES, SMH)

GERMANY: Terrorism Charges Filed Against
German National Who Traveled to Syria and
Joined Jund Al-Sham

■■

According to the indictment, Samoil traveled from
Germany to Syria in 2013 to fight against the
Syrian regime. Samoil wanted to “take part in the
establishment of an Islamic state based on the rules of
Sharia law.”

■■

While in Syria, Samoil received an AK-47 and
completed several weeks of “military combat training.”
After training, he performed guard duties, conducted
courier trips, and commanded a group of fighters.
He also acted as a spokesperson in two of Jund
al-Sham’s propaganda videos, which were used
to specifically recruit new members in Germany.
(GENERALBUNDESANWALT)
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GERMANY: ISIS Recruiter Sentenced to 10 Years
in Prison

On 24 February, Iraqi national Ahmad Abdulaziz Abdullah
A., 40, a.k.a. Abu Walaa, was sentenced to 10-and-a-half
years in prison after the Higher Regional Court in Celle,
Germany, found him guilty of supporting and being a
member of ISIS.
■■

■■

■■

■■

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: Former ISIS
Fighter Sentenced to Six Years in Prison

On 25 February, the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina
sentenced Jasmin Keserović, a.k.a. Abu Muhamed Al
Bosni, to six years in prison for organizing a terrorist group
under Article 202d and for public incitement to terrorist
activities. Keserović was one of seven Bosnian citizens
extradited from Syria in December 2019 on suspicion they
fought for terrorist organizations.

Prosecutors accused Abu Walaa and his network of
radicalizing young people—mainly in the German Ruhr
region and the state of Lower Saxony—and sending
them to ISIS combat zones. They also claimed he was
ISIS’ de facto leader in Germany.
The prosecution claimed that Abu Walaa recruited a
pair of German twin brothers who conducted a suicide
attack in Iraq in 2015, killing more than 150 Iraqi
soldiers. They also accused Abu Walaa of radicalizing
at least one of three teenagers who bombed a Sikh
temple in Germany in 2019.
In addition to preaching in mosques, Abu Walaa
was known for his online sermons posted on his
USPER
YouTube channel. Followers often called Abu
Walaa the “preacher without a face” for always
appearing in online videos with his back to the camera.

■■

Keserović traveled to Syria in 2013 to join ISIS. While
in Syria, Keserović participated in terrorist activities,
provided assistance, and fought for ISIS in the Syrian
cities of Mimbij, Kobani, Rakka, and El-Aqsa.

■■

In 2016, Keserović appeared in a video, dressed
in a military uniform and armed with an automatic
rifle, encouraging Muslims to “kill Christians and
not to differentiate between soldiers and civilians.”
(COURT OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA,
BALKAN INSIGHT)

For previous reporting on Jasmin KeseroviĆ, please see
the 18 March 2020 edition of this publication.
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On 8 November 2016, German authorities arrested Abu
Walaa and three members of his network. His three
co-defendants, Hasan C., Boban S., and Mahmoud O.,
received prison terms ranging from four to eight years.
(REUTERS, DW, DW, OBERLANDESGERICHT)

SYRIA: US Department of Defense (DOD)
Conducts Airstrikes on Iranian-Backed Militant
Groups

On 25 February, DOD announced they “conducted
airstrikes against infrastructure utilized by Iranian-backed
militant groups in eastern Syria,” at the direction of the
US President.

For previous reporting on Abu Walaa, please see the
4 October 2017 edition of this publication.

■■

JCAT: Online social media and communications
applications remains a tool in terrorists’ recruitment efforts.
Building and sustaining strong partnerships within public
safety personnel can potentially limit the effectiveness by
keeping abreast of new application capabilities, and the
latest tactics related to their use. Partnerships within the
community increases their ability to recognize and report
observable online indicators of terrorism recruitment, which
may allow for the early detection and assist in intervention
and prevention efforts.

7
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The airstrikes were authorized in response to recent
attacks against US and Coalition personnel in Iraq, and
to ongoing threats to those personnel. The airstrikes
destroyed multiple facilities located at a border control
point used by a number of Iranian-backed militant
groups, including Kata’ib Hizballah and Kata’ib Sayyid
al-Shuhada. (DOD)
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This section informs readers
on methods terrorists are
utilizing overseas which could
be employed domestically.

Acting Deputy Attorney General
Delivers Remarks on Domestic
Terrorism

DHS Announces Release of Grants
to Protect Against Terrorism and
Domestic Violent Extremism (DVE)

On 26 February, the Acting US Deputy Attorney General
delivered remarks to the US Department of Justice (DOJ)
workforce concerning DOJ’s enhanced response to
domestic violent extremism and domestic terrorism.

On 25 February, the Secretary of Homeland Security
announced the release of the funding notice for eight
different types of preparedness grants worth nearly
$1.87 billion. Together, these programs provide more
than $1.8 billion in critical funding to assist state and local
partners in building and sustaining capabilities to prevent,
protect against, respond to, and recover from acts of
terrorism and other disasters.

■■

■■

DOJ, with the assistance of state and local law
enforcement, is prioritizing the detection, disruption,
and deterrence of the threat of domestic terrorism
and violent extremism in all its forms. The Acting
Attorney General stated the DOJ is making three
specific commitments: following the data and
intelligence, protecting civil liberties, and taking an
all-tools approach.
DOJ will confront this challenge using an
intelligence-led, threat-driven approach grounded in
data and intelligence assessments of career experts.
DOJ’s approach will be informed by the comprehensive
threat assessment examining domestic terrorism that
the US President had asked the Director of National
Intelligence to undertake, in coordination with the FBI
and others in the intelligence community.

■■

The DOJ remains steadfast in maintaining its
commitment to civil liberties. The FBI uses the term
“domestic violent extremism” to emphasize that FBI
investigations must be predicated on criminal violence
and other criminal conduct – never on someone’s First
Amendment beliefs or associations.

■■

The DOJ is committing to an “all-tools” approach to
combating domestic terrorism, just as it does with other
significant national security threats. (DOJ)

■■

The Secretary stated, “the most significant terrorist
threat facing the nation comes from lone offenders
and small groups of individuals who commit acts of
violence motivated by domestic extremist ideological
beliefs. While we continue to lawfully protect against
threats posed by foreign terrorist organizations, we also
must ensure adequate focus and funding is provided to
combat domestic terrorism, some of which is motivated
by false narratives and extremist rhetoric spread
through social media and other online platforms.”

■■

This year, and for the first time, DHS designated
combating DVE as a ‘National Priority Area’ for the FY
2021 State Homeland Security Program and Urban
Area Security Initiative grant programs. States and
local governments across the nation will spend at least
$77 million in grant funding to ensure they have the
necessary capabilities to detect and protect against
threats from DVE. (DHS)
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UK Government Proposes New
Protect Duty

iREPORTit App Launches in England
to Help Public Report Terrorist
Content Online

On 26 February, the UK government set out proposals
on a new Protect Duty, a measure designed to improve
the safety and security of public venues and spaces from
terrorist’s attacks.
■■

The government will hold a consultation that will run
for 18 weeks to decide on who the Duty should apply
to, how compliance will work, what will be required
of stakeholders, and how the government could
support stakeholders.

■■

The Duty would require those in the scope of it to
“consider terrorist threats, and consider and implement
appropriate and proportionate protective security and
organizational preparedness measures.”

■■

COUNTERTERRORISM DIGEST

On 24 February, the London Mayor’s of Office launched
iREPORTit, a new smartphone app to make it easier for
people to anonymously report terrorist content online.
■■

While subject to consultation, the supposed intention
of the Duty was it would apply to owners and operators
of public venues, large organizations, and those
responsible for public spaces. (UK GOV)

JCAT: Terrorists overseas continue to plan and conduct
attacks against soft targets. Coordinated integration with
private sector can increase situational awareness and
act as a force multiplier in terrorism prevention. Assisting
owners and staff of public venues better prepares
stakeholders for emergencies and report suspicious activity
helps ensure public safety, while allowing first responders
to review or develop coordinated security and emergency
response plans. Several First Responder’s Toolboxes are
available to assist with outreach:

The app, which
Raven Science
developed as part
of London’s first
‘CVE Mayor’s
Civic Innovation
Challenge’, will
initially run as a
three-month pilot.

iREPORTit app. (UK CT POLICING)

■■

The app is free to download on Android and USPERApple
devices, and allows users to flag any terrorist content
online or on social media in three steps.

■■

The anonymous reports goes directly to the national
Counter Terrorism Internet Referral Unit, which
sought the removal of hundreds of thousands of links
to terrorist material and assisted more than 500 CT
investigations nationally in the last two years.

■■

The Mayor’s Office funded the app’s development
after they commissioned research that discovered
four out of five Londoners were unsure how to report
extremist material online during the pandemic.
(UK CT POLICING)

JCAT: Training the public to assist with counterterrorism
awareness acts as a force multiplier. The ability to
recognize and report observable online indicators of
terrorism can be as critical as the identification of more
observable behavioral indicators and activities.

“Complex Operating Environment—Special and Other
Significant Events” (5 January 2020)
“Complex Operating Environment—Stadiums and Arenas”
(10 April 2019)
“Planning and Preparedness Can Promote an Effective
Response to a Terrorist Attack at Open-Access Events”
(30 March 2018)
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UK Supreme Court Rules ISIS
Widow Cannot Return to Challenge
Citizenship Revocation

Australian Police Warn Extremist
Groups are Exploiting Lockdown
Anger to Radicalize Australians

On 26 February, the UK Supreme Court ruled unanimously
that former UK national Shamima Begum, 21, did not have
the right to return to the UK to challenge the stripping of her
UK citizenship.

On 24 February, police in Victoria, Australia, warned
a parliamentary inquiry into extremism that “far-right,”
“far-left,” and Islamist groups, were using COVID-19 and
lockdown anger to radicalize Australians of all ages.

■■

In February 2015, Begum and two other east London
schoolgirls left the UK and traveled to Syria to join ISIS.

■■

In 2019, then- UK Home Secretary UKPERSajid
Javid revoked Begum’s UK citizenship on national
security grounds.

■■

On 16 July 2020, the UK Court of Appeal ruled the
Home Office had to allow Begum into the UK because
she could not effectively appeal against the decision
from the IDP camp in northern Syria, where she
is currently based. The Home Office subsequently
appealed to the Supreme Court to reconsider the
Court of Appeal’s judgement, arguing that allowing her
to return to the UK “would create significant national
security risks.” (BBC)

For previous reporting on Shamima Begum, please see the
22 July 2020 edition of this publication.

■■

According to the police, “far-right” extremist groups had
exploited anger at COVID-19 lockdowns to radicalize
people in “wellness and alternative medical circles” into
adopting white supremacist ideologies.

■■

Victoria police also noted “far-right,” “far-left,” and
Islamist groups have framed COVID-19 on social media
as “confirmation” of their existing beliefs of a “societal
collapse and the validity of the accelerationist mindset.”

■■

The inquiry into extremism was also warned by the
Australian Security Intelligence Organization that
Australians as young as 13 years-old were involved in
Islamist and “far-right” extremist circles, using encrypted
online communication channels that prevent authorities
from intervening before lone actors become radicalized
and carry out attacks.

■■

Both Victoria police and the Australian federal police
warned jihadi-inspired terrorism remained a growing
threat, particularly over the next five years, as a number
of al-Qa‘ida-linked prisoners were set to be released
from Australian prisons. (GUARDIAN)
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‘Far-Right’ Incidents Surge in
German Military

German Senate Bans ‘Radical
Jihad-Salafist Association’ Jama’atu
Berlin

On 24 February, Germany parliament’s commissioner for
the military, Eva Hoegl, reported the number of suspected
“far-right” incidents in the German military surged from
363 in 2019 to 477 in 2020.
■■

According to the report, the increase in cases
showed that “far-right” extremism still required action
in various areas of the Bundeswehr. Hoegl stated
political education must be “an integral part of the daily
military service.”

■■

Hoegl also stressed military counter-intelligence played
an important role in protecting against extremism and
should be strengthened in terms of personnel.

■■

COUNTERTERRORISM DIGEST

On 24 February, the Senate Department for the Interior
and Sport announced Jama’atu Berlin, a.k.a. Tauhid Berlin,
was immediately banned, dissolved, and prohibited from
conducting any further activities. Earlier that day, 850 law
enforcement personnel from Berlin Police, Brandenburg,
Police, and the Federal Police searched “26 objects–24 in
Berlin and two in Brandenburg–to secure the association’s
assets and to find evidence of the association’s
prohibited activities.”

Germany’s Special Forces, KSK, had numerous
allegations of “far-right” extremism in recent years. The
defense minister disbanded one of the KSK’s units in
July 2020 and vowed to further investigate extremism
and implement reforms. (DW, ABC)

■■

According to Berlin’s State Minister of the Interior,
Jama’atu Berlin is a “young and very radical
jihad-Salafist association.” Their role model is ‘Fussilet
33 eV,’ which was banned in February 2017.

■■

According to the official press release, Jama’atu
Berlin “advocates armed jihad and terrorist attacks
on civilians, propagates a martyr cult that increases
the willingness to commit attacks, and promotes the
ideology of the so-called Islamic State [ISIS].”

■■

The group consisted of both men and women that
met regularly in private homes and parks to teach
and pray. They spread their ideology over the
Internet and by distributing flyers in public spaces.
(SENATSVERWALTUNG FUR INNERES UND SPORT)
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UN Secretary-General Extends
Mandate of Special Tribunal for
Lebanon for Two Years

UN Security Council (UNSC)
Sanctions Three Al-Shabaab
Leaders

On 25 February, UN Secretary-General António Guterres
extended the mandate of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon
for two years.

On 26 February, UNSC sanctioned three al-Qa‘ida affiliated
al-Shabaab leaders; Abukar Ali Adan, Maalim Ayman, and
Mahad Karate.

■■

The mandate of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon is
based in The Hague, Netherlands, and holds trials
for those accused of carrying out the 14 February
2005 attack in Beirut, Lebanon, which killed 22 people,
including the former Prime Minister of Lebanon, Rafik
Hariri, and injured 226 others.

■■

The trial in absentia of four individuals indicted over the
attack began in January 2014.

■■

On 18 August 2020, Salim Jamil Ayyash was convicted
in relation to five counts relating to the attack. On
11 December 2020, Ayyash received five concurrent
sentences of life in prison.

■■

The three others accused, Hassan Habib Merhi,
Hussein Hassan Oneissi and Assad Hassan Sabra,
were found not guilty.

■■

The Special Tribunal for Lebanon also has jurisdiction
over attacks carried out in Lebanon between 1 October
2014 and 12 December 2005 if they are connected
to the attack of 14 February 2005 and are of a similar
nature and gravity. (UN)

■■

Adan, Ayman, and Karate were sanctioned pursuant to
paragraph 8(a) of resolution 1844 (2008) as “Engaging
in or providing support for acts that threaten the peace,
security or stability of Somalia, including acts that
threaten the Djibouti Agreement of 18 August 2008 or
the political process, or threaten the TFIs or AMISOM
by force.”

■■

Adan was associated with AQAP and AQIM. Ayman
helped with preparations for the 5 January 2020 attack
on Camp Simba in Lamu County, Kenya. Karate played
a key role in the Amniyat, the wing of al-Shabaab
responsible for the recent attack on Garissa University
College in Kenya that resulted in nearly 150 deaths.
(INTERPOL, UN, GAROWE ONLINE)
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TRENDS, TACTICS, & PROCEDURES
Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
Adds Four Countries to Terror
Finance Watch List
On 25 February, the global money laundering and terrorist
financing watchdog, FATF, stated they were keeping
Pakistan on its “grey list” along with adding Morocco,
Burkina Faso, Senegal, and the Cayman Islands to it for
increased monitoring.
■■

With the four additions, the “grey list” now includes
19 countries that are only partially fulfilling
international rules for fighting terrorism financing and
money laundering.

■■

The FATF noted Pakistan had made “significant
progress in its effort to improve its anti-money
laundering and counter-terrorism financing framework,”
but deficiencies remained.

■■

North Korea and Iran remained the only two countries
on the black list, although their status was not reviewed
during the latest session. (AP, REUTERS, FATF)

For previous reporting on Pakistan’s gray list status with
the FATF, please see the 28 October 2020 edition of this
publication. For previous reporting on Iran’s black list status
with the FATF, please see the 26 February 2020 edition of
this publication.
JCAT: Following a financial trail and understanding the
types of financial methods used to facilitate illicit activities
is critical in detecting and preventing terrorism. Terrorist
organizations continue to use diverse methods to obtain
the funds necessary to finance their activities, highlighting
the importance for law enforcement officers to become
familiar with terrorist finance methods.
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This section includes
press articles with
concise summaries for
rapid consumption.

4

FLORIDA: Former Florida Resident Indicted for
Attempting to Provide Material Support to ISIS

UNITED KINGDOM: Man Arrested on Suspicion
of Dissemination of Terrorist Publications

On 23 February, the US Attorney for the Northern District
of FL announced a federal grand jury returned a six-count
indictment charging USPERMohamed Fathy Suliman*, 33,
with attempting to provide material support to ISIS. Suliman
was previously charged by a criminal complaint and made
his initial appearance in court on 1 February. Suliman’s
arraignment hearing was scheduled for 3 March at the US
Courthouse in Gainesville, FL. If convicted, Suliman faces
a maximum of 20 years’ in prison and a $250,000 fine.
(DOJ, US DISTRICT COURT)

On 25 February, UK MET PD’s Counter Terrorism
Command arrested a 38-year-old man in east London,
UK, on suspicion of dissemination of terrorist publications,
contrary to Section 2 of the Terrorism Act 2006. He was
also suspected of publishing or distributing written material
contrary to Section 19 of the Public Order Act 1986.
(UK METPD)

For previous reporting on USPERMohamed Fathy Suliman,
please see the 3 February 2021 edition of this publication.

On 27 and 28 February, German authorities arrested two
men, including an active member of the German military, in
Hochtaunus, Germany, and a third suspect turned himself
in. The Hanau public prosecutor charged the three related
individuals, aged 21, 63, and 20, with illegally hoarding
weapons and ammunition and expressing extremist views.
(HESSIAN STATE CRIMINAL PD)

2

5

UNITED KINGDOM: South East London Teenager
Charged With Terrorism Offenses

On 1 March, UKPERConnor Burke, 18, was charged with
dissemination of terrorist publications, contrary to Section
2 of the Terrorism Act 2006 and four counts of possession
of information likely to be useful to a terrorist, contrary to
Section 58 of the Terrorism Act 2000. Burke was arrested
on 24 February and detained under Section 41 of the
Terrorism Act 2000. He can be detained until 3 March.
(UK METPD, UK METPD)

3

6

GERMANY: ‘Far-Right’ Extremists Arrested For
Illegally Hoarding Weapons and Ammunition

TURKEY: ISIS Member Wanted by INTERPOL
Arrested Near French Embassy

On 23 February, Turkish police arrested French ISIS
member Sarah Talib near the French Embassy in Ankara,
Turkey. Talib was taken into custody as she approached
the embassy to allegedly seek repatriation to France. Talib,
who allegedly had an INTERPOL red notice issued for her,
joined ISIS in Syria and illegally crossed the border into
Turkey. (AP, AA)

UNITED KINGDOM: South Derbyshire and
Kent Teenagers Plead Not Guilty to Terrorism
Offenses

On 26 February, a 15-year-old from South Derbyshire
and a 16-year-old from South East London, UK, pleaded
not guilty to terrorism offenses. The 15-year-old was
accused of possessing a terrorist publication, namely “the
Anarchy Cookbook Version 2000,” disseminating a terrorist
publication, and encouraging terrorism. The 16-year-old
was accused of disseminating a terrorist publication by
sending an electronic link that allowed others to access a
terrorist publication, namely the “white resistance manual.”
The two teenagers will return to court on 28 June to stand
trial. (BBC)

* The charges listed are currently allegations. As in
any criminal case, the defendant is presumed
innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
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9

SAUDI ARABIA: Multiple Houthi Bomb-Laden
UAVs Intercepted

On 26 February, the official spokesman of the Coalition
to Restore Legitimacy in Yemen, Brigadier General Turki
Al-Malki, stated, “Joint Coalition Forces have intercepted
and destroyed Saturday night and Sunday morning
[27-28 February 2021] one ballistic missile toward [Riyadh]
launched by the terrorist, Iran-backed Houthi militia, and
six bomb-laden UAVs toward the Kingdom launched
deliberately and systematically to target civilians and
civilian objects in the Southern Region, Jazan and Khamis
Mushait.” He continued to say, “These acts of aggression to
deliberately and systematically target civilians and civilian
objects by the terrorist, Iran-backed Houthi militia, amount
to war crimes.” Separately on 2 March, it was reported a
projectile was launched from Yemen towards Jazan and
injured five civilians. (SPA, SPA, SPA)

8

MALI: JNIM Claims Previous SVBIED Attack on
MINUSMA Base in Central Mali

On 23 February,
al-Qa‘ida affiliated
Jama‘at Nusrat
al-Islam wal-Muslimin
(JNIM) published a
statement through
its al-Zallaqa Media
Foundation claiming
responsibility for a
SVBIED attack on
10 February against
a MINUSMA base
near Douentza,
Mopti Region, Mali.
According to the
statement, a JNIM
fighter detonated
the SVBIED at the
JNIM claim of MINUSMMA attack.
base, enabling other (AL-ZALLAQA MEDIA FOUNDATION)
JNIM members
to enter the base and engage MINUSMA forces.
MINUSMA issued a press release condemning the
attack, which resulted in one killed and 27 injured.
(AL-ZALLAQA MEDIA FOUNDATION, MINUSMA)

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO:
ISIS-Central Africa Claims Five Attacks on
Christians and Congolese Military

Between 24 and 26 February, ISIS-Central Africa issued
five communiques claiming responsibility for five separate
attacks: a raid on a Christian village on the outskirts of
Ituri, Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), taking
11 prisoners; an attack on a military SUV in Kisimi, DRC,
killing an unknown number of soldiers; an attack on
a military convoy on a road leading to Uganda, killing
two soldiers; the killing of five Christians in Ruwenzori,
DRC; and an attack on a vehicle carrying Christians on
a road leading to Uganda, killing an unknown number of
occupants. (ISIS)

JCAT: Attacks using VBIEDs can be highly effective, as
concealment tactics may permit delivery of the vehicle
near a target without arousing suspicion, challenging
first responders’ ability to detect and deter an attack. To
assist with security measures and response planning,
the First Responder’s Toolbox “Vehicle Borne Improvised
Explosive Device (VBIED): Preparedness, Recognition,
And Response” (10 July 2018) is designed to increase
interagency coordination and situational awareness.
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13

MALI: JNIM Claims Attack on French Forces in
Menakawa

On 26 February, Jama’at Nusrah al-Islam wal-Muslimin
(JNIM) claimed an IED attack against a French armored
vehicle in Ménaka, Mali, and another attack against
Malian security forces in Bandiagara, Mali. JNIM’s
al-Zallaqa Media Foundation framed the IED attack as an
example of JNIM’s ongoing jihad against the French army.
(AL-ZALLAQA MEDIA FOUNDATION, JNIM)

NIGERIA: Boko Haram Releases Video on
Next Generation (Child Soldiers) Undergoing
Weapons and Religious Training

On 28 February, Boko Haram released a 16-minute,
40-second video, titled, “The Cubs of Tawhid,” showing
child soldiers undergoing religious education and
combat training. In the video, young children dressed in
combat-style clothing and balaclavas performed physical
fitness exercises, trained with guns, did ablution for prayer,
and studied religious texts. The child soldiers announced
in the video, in Arabic, “[w]e are the cubs of monotheism,
and we do not tire, and we will continue being trained.”
(BOKO HARAM)

JNIM claim of attack against French forces.

(AL-ZALLAQA MEDIA FOUNDATION)

11

SOMALIA: Al-Shabaab Claims Responsibility
for Detonating 12 Concurrent Bombings Across
Mogadishu

Attack claim video. (BOKO HARAM)

On 21 February, al-Qa‘ida affiliated al-Shabaab
published a statement through its Shahada News Agency
claiming responsibility for detonating 12 concurrent
bombings across Mogadishu, Somalia, targeting: posts,
checkpoints, and gatherings in Hodan, Hawl-Wadag,
Daynile, Karan, Wardighle, Huriwa, and Yaqshid districts.
The exact number of casualties was not specified.
(SHAHADA NEWS AGENCY)

12

14

PHILIPPINES: Government Forces Kill Four ISIS
Inspired Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters
(BIFF)

On 1 March, the commander of the 6th Infantry Battalion
announced government forces killed four ISIS-inspired
BIFF members and wounded three others in Shariff
Saydona Mustapha, Maguindanao province, Philippines.
The BIFF members were killed following a three-hour
firefight on 28 February. Following the operation, the 1st
Mechanized Infantry Battalion recovered 10 IEDs. (PNA)

NIGERIA: Boko Haram Claims Responsibility for
Attack in Maiduguri

On 25 February, Boko Haram leader Abubakar Shekau
claimed responsibility for an attack in Maiduguri, Nigeria,
killing at least 10 people on 23 February. Shekau claimed
responsibility for the attack in a video where he said an
infiltration team conducted the attack. The video showed
insurgents armed with AK pattern rifles breaching a section
of the trench protecting the city of Maiduguri, Nigeria. The
attackers had at least one truck with what appeared to be
holding a heavy machine gun mounted on it and multiple
motorcycles. (AP)
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WORLDWIDE: Hay’at Tahrir Al-Sham (HTS)
Prohibits Discussion of ‘Syrian Affairs’ Per Terms
of Release of American War Correspondent

WORLDWIDE: Al-Shabaab Leader Releases
Audio Message Comparing the Current Group to
20th Century Dervish Movement

On 1 March, al-Qa‘ida affiliated al-Shabaab released
an audio message of their leader Abu Ubaidah Ahmad
Omar comparing the group’s current war to that of 20th
century Dervish movement leader Sayid Mohammed
Abdulle Hassan, a.k.a. “Mad Mullah.” Hassan was one of
several Somali figured who fought foreign colonialism and
occupation, prior to Somalia gaining their independence.
Al-Shabaab’s domestic and external media outlets have
previously attempted to tie the modern group with Hassan’s
Dervishes. (AL-SHABAAB)

On 24 February, Syria-based “On the Ground News”
(OGN) issued a statement on USPERBilal Abdul Kareem’s
release. OGN indicated that in order for HTS to grant
Kareem an early release, Kareem was banned from
appearing on social media for six months, and OGN was
prohibited from reporting on “Syrian affairs” for three
months. On 17 February, HTS released Kareem after he
served prison time for “inciting” against local authorities,
publishing “lies” about HTS, and interviewing individuals
wanted by the group. (OGN)
For previous reporting on USPERBilal Abdul Kareem, please
see the 24 February 2021 edition of this publication.

16

WORLDWIDE: AQAP Statement Calls on Yemenis
to Fight the Shia Movement

On 1 March, AQAP’s al-Malahem Media Foundation
published a five-page statement warning Sunnis about
the events in Marib, Yemen, urging Yemenis to band
together to fight the Shia movement and branding the
Houthis as America’s “hired gun” to strike Sunnis and tear
the country apart. The statement charged the Houthis
with operating with US cooperation, argued that Saudi
Arabia and the UAE were solely concerned with their
own interests, and claimed these two countries were
siding with the Houthis and human rights organizations.
(AL-MALAHEM MEDIA FOUNDATION)

Page one of five of AQAP statement.

(AL-MALAHEM MEDIA FOUNDATION)
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NATIONAL COUNTERTERRORISM CENTER (NCTC)
NCTC serves as the primary organization in the US Government for integrating and analyzing
all intelligence pertaining to terrorism possessed or acquired by the US Government (except
purely domestic terrorism); serves as the central and shared knowledge bank on terrorism
information; provides all-source intelligence support to government-wide counterterrorism
activities; establishes the information technology (IT) systems and architectures within
NCTC and between NCTC and other agencies that enable access to, as well as integration,
dissemination, and use of, terrorism information.
NCTC serves as the principal advisor to the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) on
intelligence operations and analysis relating to counterterrorism, advising the DNI on how well
US intelligence activities, programs, and budget proposals for counterterrorism conform to
priorities established by the President.
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